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India:  A  story  of  relative  
advantage    



Still  strong  on  a  relative  basis

Source:  CEIC,  Standard  Chartered  Research 2

GDP  growth   remains   relatively   fast
Growth  across  52  global   economies  
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Only 25% of 
economies are 
growing > 5%

Macro  stability   – Excellent   progress

Taper  tantrum   Now  

Average  CPI  
inflation  (%  y/y) Q1-2013:   10.7% Q1-2016:   5.3%  

Fiscal  deficit
(%  of  GDP) FY13:  4.8% FY16:  3.9%

Current   account  
deficit
(%  of  GDP)

Q1-2013:   5.1% Q4-2015:   1.4%  

FX  reserves Q1-2013:  
USD  286bn USD  355  bn  



China  impact  limited  - India  is  more  exposed  to  US  and  EU

Source:  Standard  Chartered  Research 3

Final  destinations   of  Asia's  exports   (%  of  nominal  GDP)



Growth  headwinds  still  exits
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Still  high  corporate   leverage

Excess   capacity   in  sectors  

Push   to  clean   up  stressed   assets   in  the  banking   sector  by  March   2017

Growth  recovery   crucially   dependent   on  rains   in  FY17



Incremental  reforms  to  continue
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Input   reforms

GST Bankruptcy

Power-sector   reforms Clearing  of   stalled  
projects

Deployment   of  NIIF+  
funds   committed   for  

infrastructure

Roads   (incl.   rural)
Ease  of  doing  

business,   especially  
at  states’  level

Expanding   DBT Attract  more  FDI

Reforms  for  long  term  
gains

Implement  what  
can  be  successful

Building  on  success



Demography:  Young  population  to  run  the  global  workshop
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Out  of  every   100  new  entrants   in  the  global  workshop,   28  will  be  Indians
Sources:  UNDP,  Standard  CharteredResearch
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Medium  term  opportunities  – investing  in  infra

Sources:  CEIC,  Planning  Commission,  Standard  Chartered  Research

Investment   share  of  GDP  closing   in  on  China  
%  GDP

Average   annual   investment   growth:  
India  outpaced   all  major  economies,   including  
China,  before   the  crisis   (%  y/y)

The  USD  1trn  plan   is  ambitious   but  much  needed
%  GDP

Scope  of  foreign   investment   huge
Sources   of  funding   in  the  11th FYP
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India-China  economic  relation  has  strengthened  over  years

Sources:  DGFT,  Standard  Chartered  Research 8

Trade  between   India  and  China  have   increased  
manifold,   USD  bn
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Our  forecasts

9*  Revised  series;;  India’s  fiscal  Year  is  from  1  Apr  to  31  Mar;;  Source:  Standard  Chartered  Research

FY14 FY15 FY16(F) FY17(F)

GDP  growth,  % 5.1* 7.3* 7.3* 7.4*

CPI*,  %   9.5 6.0 4.9* 5.3*

Fiscal  balance,  %  of  GDP -4.5 -4.0 -3.9 -3.5

CAD,  %  of  GDP -1.7 -1.3 -1.0 -1.5

Repo  rate,  % 8.00 7.50 6.75 6.50

10Y  IGB,  % 8.80 7.50 7.30 7.20

USD-INR 59.71 63.30 66.25 67.00



Thanks  

Source:  Standard  Chartered  Research 10
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